
Three Short Plays about Belonging 

Plays of Beloirgirrg - nrree Plays by REX Deverell. Rex Deverell. IlIus. Sl~elton 
n - ~  ucqcrell, -" Plajmrights Canada P, 1997.149 pp. $16.95. ISBN 0-88754-531-9. 

As the title suggests, Plnys of Beloizgiizg is an anthology of tlvee plays for y o ~ u ~ g  
people peru~ed by veteran playwright Rex Deverell. Taken together, these plays 
represent a cross section of Mr. Deverell's worlc over the first half of the 1990s wit11 
Weird Kid prefacing the decade, premiering in 1988, Video Gnilles premiering in 1991, 
and Belolzgillg bringing up the ancl~or in 1995. This collection provides the reader 
with three eminently producable one acts: all suited to the economies of touring; 
small casts; limited special effects; one setting per play, the easier to be folded up 
and ferried about the co~mtryside in the back of a van. For those interested in 
discovering new worlcs to produce UI scl~ools, tlus alone wo~dd justify the price of 
the text, but the anthology provides the reader with a rarer pleasure - a bit of a 
mini-retrospective through wluch one may get some insight into the direction of 
c11d development of the author. 

Deverell has been active on the theatre scene for some time now -he set 
the record for greatest number of years as playwright ~II residence in a Canadian 
theatre at the Globe during the years 1975 to 1990. (He has since moved to Toronto 
where he's continued his writing.) A good portion of his career has been spent 
thi.nl<ing about and worlcing on plays for young people. The plays in this collection, 
like so many otl~ers in this genre, address a specific concern. Video Wars examines 
the concern that video games desensitize young people to the very real hurt and 
pain which occur in the wars that are so glamorously portrayed at video arcades. 
Weird Kid examines the situation of the cldd who is ostracized by her peers, and 
Beloizgilzg focuses 011 the isolation a gifted cldd may feel in the classroom. Each 
story is wrapped around individuals w11o are, for one reason or a~ot l~el ;  alienated 
from their peers and, by extension, from society, and eacl~ relies 011 discussio~~ and 
mediation -words - to arrive at a reconciliation. 

The danger ~ I I  writing plays about concerns is that they l~ave a tendency to 
feel preachy, and tlus collection isn't entirely free horn tlus. The piece most il~clined 
in this direction is Weird Kid in wlucl~ the cl~aracters w11o l~ave contributed to the 
alienation of a troubled cluld reach an epiphany regarding their role ~ I I  tlus indi- 
vidual's abuse tlvough the theatrical device of a moclc trial. The device never really 
succeeds because one feels that the cluldren sta,*g the moclc trial are worl&~g too 
hard to prove their own complicity in the alienation of the disaffected tro~~bled 
youth, and their epiphany, when it comes, feels equally forced. Video Wnrs  manages 
to steer clear of p reac l~~ess  by focusing more closely on the relationship between 
Nick, the cldd fascinated by and drawn to the power a ~ d  thrill of video games, and 
Kim, a cldd who, having lived through a war experience, is repelled by the re- 
creation and recreationalizatio~~ of his war experience. 

It's in Beloizgilzg that Deverell really finds lus footing, however. T11e most 
recent offering of the three, Beloizgiizg is fresh, simple and clearly drawn. The pro- 
tagonist of tlus piece, Jody, a small cluld with a formidable literary gift, is sh~lru~ed 
by her classmates precisely because of the her brilliance. Here t l~e  writer has crafted 
a neat marriage between content and form as the power of words is not only 
discussed explicitly within the confines of the struggle between characters, but is 
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demonstrated implicitly in the moving reconciliation at the end of the piece when 
the characters reveal their fears tluougl~ the use of poetry. Deverell clearly believes 
that words artd language genuinely matter and can effect c l~a~ge ,  wl~etl~er they be 
the arguments a group of cluldren use in a lnoclc trial, or the tl~ougl~ts childre11 craft 
into poetry to express their fears. In Beloizgiizg he appears to l~ave developed a 
greater faith in t l~e  words - a faith that bears dividends in tlus simple, moving tale 
of poetry and friendship. 

Clerlz Martini is a playzuriglzt and ilzstrt~ctor. of play zoritiizg nt the Ulziaersity of Cnlgnly. 
His plays iizclz~de Illegal Erztry, 77ze Life Histonj of tlze Afiicarz Elephant atzd ELI-ma- 
r02llld. 

Stories to Dream By 

W z n t  If ... ? Alltazi~zg Stories. Selected by Monica Hughes. T~u~dra ,  1998. 199 
pp. $7.99 paper. ISBN 0-88776-458-4. 

Monica Hugl~es, the elder statesperson of Canadian juvenile SF and Fantasy, has 
used her long reach to draw together a cross-section of fourteen fantastic stories by 
some of Canada's finest writers of speculative fiction for yo~mg people, as well as 
two SF poeins wluch frame the collection. On the basis of this selection, readers 
discover that Canada produces a good number of solidly competent writers in tlus 
realm, a few that stray into tired themes and style, and some who are just first-rate 
yarn-spinners. Some stories are more or less hard SF (pla~~sible impossibilities 
based on space travel or scientific extrapolation); here we have such pieces as 
"Lukas 19" by Jean-Louis Trudel, about what it's like to grow up as the clone of a 
famous mnusiciai~, and "The Book of Days" by Lesley Choyce, about ail intergalactic 
fisherman. Otl~ers are largely fantasy (secondary worlds with their ow11 logic), lilce 
Edo van Belkom's "The Stone Sceptel;" about a y o ~ u ~ g ,  impetuous waru~abe magi- 
cian, or Eileen ICemagl~an's "T11e Road to Shamnbl~ala," about saving a magic snow 
leopard. Most stories, liowevel; are hybrids of these two genres, or hybrids wit11 
traditional realism. They gain their effects from the crossover of the logic of the one 
into the other. 

Perl~aps the finest story in the collection is "Eternity Leave" by Tim Wylule- 
Jones. The story of Amber Lightstone discovering her calling in life delicately weaves 
togetl~er a number of thematic strands: the love of writing, inter-generational 
friendship, t11e specialness of oddness, second sigl~t, the power of the imagination, 
and alien visitation. The tone is languid and suggestive, reminiscent of Ray 
Bradbury's Dnndelion Wine  or The October Cotlizt~y.  Here's a bit: 

There was a liazves t moon and, in the cornfields, the propane p u ~ s  were firing 
at regular intervals to scare off the raccoons. Booirz, Dooilz. You get used to it, 
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